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EFFECTS OF RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS AND REINFORCEMENT
PROBABILITY ON THE LATENCY TO DEPRESS A FOOT TREADLE
Terri Deborah Starin, M A
Western Michigan University, 1988
Previous studies have shown response latency to be a sensitive measure of die
effects of many experimental manipulations. However, when key pecking is the
required response topography, it is difficult to ascertain whether latency is exclusively
due to the effects of the independent variable or is confounded by respondent
influences. The present study attempts to separate operant from respondent
influences on response latency by requiring a response topography that is unlikely to
have respondent components. Three pigeons responded under a multiple fixed-rado
fixed-ratio schedule of food delivery with a 5 s intertrial interval separating trials. For
two subjects, the independent variable consisted of the number of responses required
in each component. For the third subject, the probability of reinforcement associated
with each component constituted the independent variable. In general, response
latencies were found to be shorter to the stimulus associated with the smaller response
requirement or greater probability of reinforcement. However, unlike previous
studies, these results were obtained only after quite large differences between
response requirements or reinforcement probability were arranged.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Latency is the time between the onset of a discriminative stimulus and the onset
of the response controlled by that stimulus. There is an inverse relationship between
latency and response strength such that the shorter the latency, the stronger the
response, and the longer the latency, the weaker the response (e.g., Hesse, 1984;
Hesse, Michael, Whitley, Nuzzo, & Sundberg, 1984; Neal, 1985; Schlinger, 1985;
Stebbins, 1962; Stebbins & Lanson, 1962). Compared to rate of responding, latency
has played only a minor role as a dependent variable measure in the experimental
analysis of behavior. However, despite the fact that Skinner has criticized latency as
a dependent variable on the basis that "this measure does not vary continuously or in
an orderly fashion" (Skinner, 1950, p. 197), several studies have shown that under
some conditions, latency is in fact a sensitive dependent measure (e.g., Clark, 1969;
Hesse, 1984; Hesse et al., 1984; Neal, 1985; Schlinger, 1985; Stebbins, 1962;
Stebbins & Lanson, 1962).
Among the variables that have been demonstrated to affect latency are
reinforcement magnitude (e.g., Stebbins, 1962) and probability (e.g., Hienz &
Eckerman,1974; Stebbins & Lanson, 1962), drugs (e.g., Clark, 1969), response
requirements (e.g., Winograd, 1965), aversive stimulation (e.g., Hoffman &
Fleshier, 1959), and stimulus intensity (e.g., Stebbins & Miller, 1964). More
recently, in a series of studies at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, it has
been shown that latency is a sensitive and reliable measure in determining the effects
of fixed ratio (FR) size, probability of reinforcement, and amount of reinforcement
1
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(e.g., Hesse, 1984; Hesse et aL, 1984; Neal, 1985; Schlinger, 1985). In the first of
these studies, Hesse et aL (1984), using a multiple (mult) FR x FR y schedule of
reinforcement, found response latencies to be longer to the stimulus correlated with
the higher FR value than to the stimulus with the lower FR value. Likewise, the
response latencies to a stimulus were found to increase as the probability of
reinforcement correlated with that stimulus decreased. Finally, when duration of
reinforcement was increased, response latencies decreased. These findings were
subsequendy replicated by Hesse, (1984); Neal, (1985) and Schlinger, (1985).
A major problem with the Hesse et aL (1984) study is that it is difficult to
separate operant from respondent key pecking. Because they employed pigeons
pecking the same key upon which the stimuli were presented, operant response
latencies may have been influenced by autoshaped key pecking. Brown and Jenkins
(1968) first introduced the concept of autoshaping. In their study, a key light was
periodically presented; at the end of 8 s the key light was extinguished and food
presented. Even though no responses were required to produce food, pigeons
reliably began to peck the lighted key. According to Brown and Jenkins (1968), the
bird notices the onset of the key light and this leads to looking at and orienting toward
the key. The pigeon is said to have a species-specific tendency to peck at things it
looks at. The temporal relationship between key light onset and reinforcement
eventually elicits a key peck from the pigeon which is subsequently reinforced and
thus, superstitious or autoshaped behavior has occurred. This type of response is
part of the classical conditioning paradigm or under respondent control in that the key
light was the conditional stimulus (CS), the food was the unconditional stimulus
(US), pecking the food was the unconditional response (UR) and pecking the key
light was the conditional response(CR). After several repeated pairings, the key light
(CS) began to elicit pecking (CR). These originally respondent pecks may be further
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strengthened by food delivery. Williams and Williams (1969), further supported the
fact that autoshaped key pecking can be interpreted by the respondent paradigm in that
they showed pigeons continued pecking a lighted key even when this prevented diem
from receiving food. These studies indicate that a stimulus correlated with an
improvement in conditions will elicit pecking. The problem with interpreting latencies
while autoshaped key pecking is occurring is that it introduces another source of
control over the latency. That is, it is not clear whether the latency is a measure of the
effects of the independent variable or if autoshaped key pecking is affecting the
temporal relationship between the onset of the stimulus and the initial response. In
other words, we don't know if it is a true operant latency. Therefore, several studies
have tried to circumvent these problems by attempting to separate operant from
respondent responses (Hesse, 1984; Keller, 1974; Schlinger, 1985).
Keller (1974), attempted to separate operant from respondent key pecks using a
two-key procedure. Specifically, a two-component multiple variable-interval,
variable-interval (mult VIVI) schedule was used to arrange reinforcement. The right
key was the "constant key" and was continuously illuminated with three vertical white
lines under all conditions. Responses to this key produced the reinforcement
according to the scheduled VI. The left key was the "stimulus key" and was
illuminated with a green light during one component and a red light during the other
component Responses to the stimulus key had no programmed consequences.
Respondent pecks were assumed to be directed to the stimulus key while operant
pecks were assumed to be directed toward the constant key. Keller (1974) found that
the birds generally pecked the stimulus key color correlated with reinforcement only
when the other color was correlated with extinction.
Hesse (1984) used a similar two-key procedure and a mult FR x FR y schedule
in an attempt to separate operant from respondent responses. He used one key
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(stimulus key) to display stimuli associated with each FR component and measured
responses to this key. A second key (constant key) was used on which responding
for reinforcement was required. This key purportedly measured operant responses.
In contrast to Keller (1974), latency was used rather than rate of response, fixed
ratios (FR) rather than variable intervals (VI), and a 5 s intertrial interval (TIT} was
added to separate component presentations. Results indicated that response latencies
to the constant-key were longer during the high-ratio component than during the lowratio component Key pecks to the stimulus-key still occurred and were most often
correlated with the stimulus with the lower FR value. Most of these key pecks
occurred as die first peck in the trial.
Schlinger (1985), in an extension of the work of Hesse (1984) and Hesse et aL
(1984), assessed the effects of reinforcement duration and reinforcement probability
on response latency using a two-key procedure. Ratio values were held constant at
either high or low levels within sessions, thus, reducing the influence that various
ratio sizes could have over stimulus key responding. An ITI was employed to
circumvent the problem of not attending to the stimulus key when the stimulus
changes occurred. Instead of measuring rate of responding to the stimulus key, as in
previous two-key procedures, each trial in which the first key peck was to the
stimulus key was measured. Median latencies were shown to be sensitive to both
duration and probability but only when FR values were high. When FR values were
low, latency differences were lessened. The first key pecks to the stimulus key were
higher in the longer duration and higher probability conditions for all birds.
Another way to separate operant and respondent influences is to require a
response topography other than key pecking. It has been argued that keypecking is
succeptible to respondent contingencies due to its similarity to the consumatory
responses (e.g., Schwartz & Gamzu, 1977). It then follows that by employing
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5
operants ether than key pecking, the unwanted effects of respondent conditioning
could be minimized or eliminated. Several authors have taken this approach and
employed the treadle press, a response seemingly unrelated to any consumatory
response (e.g., Bushnell & Weiss, 1980; McSweeney, 1978).
The primary purpose of the present study is to replicate the basic latency findings
of Hesse et aL (1984), employing a treadle press rather than a key peck as the
required response. More specifically, the effects of fixed ratio requirements and
probability of reinforcement on the median latency to the first treadle press will be
examined.
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CHAPTER n
METHOD
Subjects
Three experimentally naive White Cameaux, barren-hen pigeons served as
subjects. They were maintained at approximately 80% of their free-feeding body
weight throughout the experiment and were housed individually with free access to
grit and water in their home cages. The subjects were weighed immediately after the
daily experimental sessions and make-up food was added when necessary such that
the post session weights were identical daily (Le. post sesson weight + make-up food
= 80% body weight).
Apparatus
Two operant chambers measuring approximately 40 cm long, 40 cm wide, and
40 cm high were used. Two translucent response keys measuring 2.5 cm in diameter
were centered 7.5 cm apart and 20 cm above the chamber floor. Each key could be
illuminated from the rear in red, yellow, or green. A force of at least .2N was
required to operate the keys. A food hopper aperture measuring 6 cm by 5 cm was
centered below the two keys, 12 cm from either side wall and approximately 7 cm
above the chamber floor. When operated, the hopper allowed access to mixed grain
and was illuminated with a 7.5-W white bulb. Two aluminum foot treadles
measuring approximately 8 cm long and 2 cm wide were mounted through the
response panel 6 cm from either side wall. The front edge of the treadles rested 3.5
cm above the chamber floor and was sloped downward 30 degrees from the vertical.
A minimum force of approximately IN with an excursion of 2 mm was required to

6
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operate a microswitch. A 7.5-W white houselight was mounted in the center of the
chamber ceiling. White masking noise and ventilation fans were continuously
present A Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8e minicomputer equipped 'with
Super Sked™ software and interfacing controlled the experimental contingencies and
recording of data and was located in an adjacent room.
Procedure
Pretraining
After hopper training, subjects were trained to depress the right treadle with their
foot The left treadle and left key were present though inoperative throughout the
experiment. The subjects were then exposed to a continuous reinforcement schedule
until responding stabilized. An FR schedule was then introduced in which the
response requirements were successively increased from 2 to 10 across sessions as
responding stabilized. During this time, stimuli consisted of red or green lights
arranged with equal probability on the right key (stimulus key). Responses to the
stimulus key were recorded to detect any autoshaped responding. Once responding
stabilized under an FR 10 schedule of food delivery the experimental procedures were
introduced.
Experimental Conditions
During baseline, all subjects were exposed to a mult FR 8 FR 8 limited hold
schedule of food delivery. All sessions began with a 5 s intertrial interval (ITI)
during which the key light was yellow. If the subject pecked the key or pressed the
treadle during the ITI, the 5 s timer would reset thus delaying the onset of the next
component Either a red or green light randomly arranged with equal probability,
would appear on the stimulus key following the ITL Reinforcement would occur
with a probability of .9 and a duration of 4 s if the treadle was pressed 8 times within
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40 s. If this ratio requirement was not completed within the allotted time, the key

light was turned off, and the m began, starting a new triaL Non-reinforced trials
produced a .5 second black out during which the key light and houselight were
extinguished (after Hesse et aL, 1984). Immediately after the blackout the houselight
and yellow (ITI) key light were presented beginning the ITL A session ended with
either 64 trials or 40 reinforcements.
The primary dependent variable was latency of responding. This was measured
from the onset of the red or green key light to the first treadle press. Although pecks
to the stimulus key had no programmed consequence, each was counted. Latencies
for each trial were sorted into separate frequency distribution bins for each session by
the computer and median latencies were then calculated by hand. The interval widths
of each bin of the latency frequency distribution reflects a logarithmic scale, thus
making it possible to collect a wide range of latencies. This also reflects the fact that
when latencies are short, any small difference can be significant, however when
latencies are long, any difference must be proportionately large to be significant (e.g.,
Hesse et aL, 1984). See Table 1 for the exact sizes of each bin.
Once responding stabilized under baseline conditions, the effects of ratio and
probability of reinforcement differences were examined within a two-component
multiple schedule. The effects of different ratio sizes were assessed for two subjects
(6795,2728) with probability of reinforcement being held constant at .9. For subject
1869 reinforcement probability was assessed while response requirements were held

constant at FRS. See Table 2 for the order of treatment conditions. A change in
condition was initiated when the following criteria were met: (a) A minimum of 10
days per condition and (b) a minimum of 5 days with no apparent increases or
decreases in latencies.
After several conditions, all birds developed a tendency to peck the stimulus key
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Table 1
Latency Distribution Bins

Width

Interval Limits
<350"

.05"

345 -

395"

.06"

395 -

355"

.07"

355 -

.425"

.09"

.425 -

315"

.10"

315 -

.615"

.12"

.615 -

.735"

.15"

.735 -

.885"

.18"

385 - 1.065"

31"

1.065 - 1375"

26

1375 - 1335"

"

31"

1335 - 1.845"

37"

1.845 - 2315"

.45"

2315 - 2.665”

33"

2.665 - 3.195"

.64"

3.195 - 3.835"

.77"

3.835 - 4.605"

.92"

4.605 - 5325"

1.11"

5325 - 6.635"

133"

6.635 - 7365"

1.60"

7365 - 9365"

1.92"

9365 - 11.485"

230"

11.485 - 13.785"

2.76"

13.785 -16345"

331"

16345 - 19.855"

3.97"

19.855 -23.825"

4.77"

23325 - 28395”

11.40"

28395 -40.000"
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Table 2
Summary of Experimental Conditions

SUBJECT

CONDITION
Red/Green

TOTAL
SESSIONS

1869

p= .9 /p = .9
p= .3 /p = .9
p= .2/p=1.0
p=1.0 / p= .2
p=1.0/p=1.0
p= .2 /p = 2

29
29
34
21
29
18

6795

FR 8 /F R 8
FR 8 /F R 2
FR 2 /F R 8
FR 8 /F R 2
FR 8 /F R 8
FR 2 /F R 2
FR 20/FR 2
FR 24/FR 2
FR 2/F R 24
FR 24 / FR 2
FR 28/FR 2
FR 28 / FR 28
FR 8 /FR 8

25
15
42
21
12
39
17
20
16
16
15
21
28

2728

FR 8 /F R 8
FR 2 /F R 8
FR 2 /FR 20
FR 20 / FR 2
FR 24 / FR 2
FR 2 /FR 24
FR 2 /F R 2
FR 10/FR 2

23
13
18
16
31
68
15
10
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prior to pressing the treadle thus artificially inflating the latencies. For birds 1869 and
6795 this autoshaped key pecking was occurring at a relatively low rate and
consequently did not appreciably affect the latencies. However, because bird 2728
pecked at a much higher rate, an attempt was made to decrease pecks to the stimulus
key. Previous authors (e.g., Davol, Steinhauer & Lee, 1977) have shown decreased
autoshaped responding when food delivery was not correlated with hopper
illumination. Therefore, hopper illumination was gradually decreased over several
sessions.
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CHAPTER m
RESULTS
Probability of Reinforcement
Bird 1869
The upper graph in Figure 1 shows the median response latencies as a function
of reinforcement probability for Bird 1869. The data shown are for the last five days
of each condition; conditions are shown in the order in which they occurred. When
probabilities were identical (p=.9) in both stimulus conditions or moderately different
(.3 versus .9) response latencies were approximately equal Only after probabilities
of reinforcement were made more discrepant (.2 versus 1.0), were differences in
latency obtained; the shorter latency was generally to the stimulus correlated with the
greater probability of reinforcement. A reversal of conditions resulted in a reversal of
latencies and a larger latency split. Once the probability variables were equated in
both conditions (either p=1.0 orp=.2), the median latencies returned to a level similar
to that obtained during baseline.
The lower graph in Figure 1 shows the total number of key pecks to the red and
green stimuli for the last 5 days of each condition. Because the key pecking
developed slowly and was unanticipated, these data were not collected for the first
two conditions. In all cases, more key pecking occurred to the stimulus correlated
with the highest probability of reinforcement.

12
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figure 1. Median Latencies and Number of Elicited
Key Pecks for Bird 1869.
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Response Requirement
Bird 6795
In the upper graph in Figure 2 the median response latencies for Bird 6795 are
graphically depicted- During baseline there were no systematic differences between
median latencies for the two conditions (FR 8, FR 8). When FR 8 FR 2 schedules
were introduced, shorter latencies occurred for the condition with the larger response
requirement A subsequent reversal (FR 2, FR 8), did not change median latencies.
Instead, there was considerable variability and very little difference between latencies
in red and green. However, another reversal (FR 8, FR 2) again resulted in shorter
latencies for the condition with the larger response requirement A return to baseline
condition (FR 8, FR 8), resulted in a decrease, but not disappearance of the latency
differences. When FR 2 was in effect for both red and green, no latency differences
were exhibited. Increasing the red condition to FR 20 increased absolute latencies in
both conditions but did not engender any systematic differences. Another increase in
the response requirement (FR 24, FR 2) produced shorter latencies to the condition
with the smaller response requirement. A reversal of these conditions ( FR 2, FR
24), resulted in a reversal in the median latencies. However, when reversed again
(FR 24, FR 2), the median latencies did not change. When the response requirement
was lengthened yet again (FR 28, FR 2), shorter latencies were then exhibited for the
condition with the smaller response requirement and a large split was observed
between the two median latencies. When the response requirements were made equal
for both conditions but were high (FR 28, FR 28), responding virtually ceased.
Responding resumed when the response requirements were reduced to baseline
conditions (FR 8, FR 8), but with a slight split between median latencies.
The total number of key pecks to each stimulus key color are depicted in the
lower graph in Figure 2. Again it will be noted that because the key pecking was
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Figure 2. Median Latencies and Number of Key Pecks
for Bird 6795.
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unanticipated, data for the first two conditions were not collected. Without exception,
key pecking was greater to the stimulus with the lower response requirement.
Bird 2728
The upper graph in Figure 3 shows the effects of response requirements on
median latency for Bird 2728. During baseline there were no systematic differences
between conditions (FR 8, FR 8). As with Bird 6795, when the response
requirement was FR 2 FR 8 the median latencies were shorter to the condition with
the larger response requirement. However, an increase in one response requirement
(FR 2, FR 20), produced shorter latencies to the smaller ratio with a fairly large split
between the two latencies. When a reversal was made (FR 20, FR 2), the latencies
did not reverse but instead got longer. The response requirement was again
lengthened (FR 24, FR 2) and the median latencies then reversed resulting in a shorter
latency to the smaller ratio. Another reversal was made (FR 2, FR 24), and the
median latencies reversed accordingly.
It was noted that the birds often pecked the stimulus key prior to pressing the
treadle. Furthermore, this pecking occurred more often to the key correlated with the
shorter response requirement As this is likely to increase the latency to the treadle
press, an attempt was made to eliminate this key pecking as described previously.
Prior to this, pecking was occurring approximately 100 to 200 times per session (see
lower graph of Figure 3). The hopper light intensity was gradually decreased while
holding constant response requirements (FR 2, FR 24). After approximately 50
sessions, keypecking decreased to between 20 and 50 times per session. During this
time the median latencies to the stimulus associated with the larger response
requirement (FR 24) increased considerably. Ultimately responding nearly ceased.
The response requirement was then lowered and made equal for both
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Figure 3. Median Latencies and Number of Elicited Key
Pecks for Bird 2728.
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conditions (FR 2, FR 2). The median latencies both decreased to approximately two
and a half seconds. Keypecking decreased to between ten and twenty times per
session. The hopper light was then reinstituted while at the same time increasing one
response requirement (FR 10, FR 2). Key pecking rose slightly but still remained
relatively low (10 to 35 pecks per session).
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
In general, the results of this experiment indicate that the latency to depress a foot
treadle after a stimulus was presented was shorter in the stimulus conditions
correlated with the smaller response requirement or the greater probability of
reinforcement. These results are generally consistent with earlier- studies
demonstrating shorter key pecking latencies to stimuli associated with an
improvement in conditions relative to another condition (e.g., Hesse, 1984; Hesse et
aL, 1984; Schlinger, 1985). However, unlike previous studies, relatively large
differences in ratio requirements were necessary before response latency differences
were demonstrated. An interesting finding worth noting was that when small
differences were arranged between response requirements (e.g. FR8 FR2), latencies
were shorter to the condition with the larger response requirement not the smaller one.
Subsequent reversals produced the same effect
Interpretation of the results for the probability of reinforcement manipulations is
relatively straightforward. Response latencies were shorter in the stimulus condition
associated with the highest probability of reinforcement However, these results were
obtained only after the probabilities of reinforcement in the two conditions were made
quite discrepant For instance, when the probability of reinforcement in the red and
green conditions were .3 and .9, respectively, no latency differences were noted.
Only when reinforcement probabilities were changed to 2. and 1.0, did large latency
splits develop. These findings are generally consistent with those of Hesse et al.
(1984) and Schlinger (1985). Hesse et aL (1984) found latency differences when
19
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reinforcement probabilities of .3 and .9 were arranged. Schlinger (1985) reported
that only when reinforcement probabilities of .3 and 1.0 were arranged did latency
differences occur in the predicted direction (i.e., the shortest latency to the stimulus
correlated with the higher probability of reinforcement). The results from three
studies, therefore, indicate that latency may be only moderately sensitive to
probability of reinforcement.
Even though key pecking had no programed consequences, Bird 1869 reliably
pecked the key on which the stimulus was presented. Furthermore, more key
pecking occurred to the key color correlated with the greater reinforcement
probability, a finding consistent with a large literature on autoshaped responding
(Schwartz & Gamzu, 1977). Although there were high rates of key pecking,
treadling latencies were still shorter in the preferred conditions. This does not mean
that key pecking had no effect on the results. It is quite conceivable that the elicited
pecks did, to some extent, interfere with the obtained latencies to depress the treadle.
Pecking the key prior to depressing the treadle would seem to artificially elevate the
response latency. Although it was possible in the present study to emit both
responses simultaneously, casual observation indicated that this rarely occurred.
Because elicited pecking happened more frequently in the presence of the preferred
stimulus, this would serve to make the obtained latencies more equal than would be
the case if no such elicited pecking occurred. This is supported by the data for elicited
key pecking in conditions three and four (see Figure 1). In condition three, a large
number of key pecks occurred to the stimulus correlated with a reinforcement
probability of 1.0. The latency differences in this condition were relatively smalL In
condition four, many fewer elicited pecks occurred to the preferred stimulus and the
obtained latency differences in this condition were quite large. Without such elicited
pecking, the differences in response latencies may have been even greater. In any
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case, when quite large differences in reinforcement probability were arranged, clear
differences in response latency were obtained.
Interpretation of the results for the response requirement manipulations is more
difficult Unlike previous studies, response latencies for depressing a treadle were
shown to be sensitive only after large differences in ratio requirements were arranged.
For example, Birds 6795 and 2728 displayed differences in latencies only after FR 24
and FR 2 were arranged whereas under more similar conditions (e.g., FR 8, FR 2),
no systematic differences occurred. Hesse et al. (1984) and Hesse (1984) reported
that response requirements of FR 3 and FR 15 were sufficient to produce differences
in die latencies to peck a key. The reasons for the discrepancy between the present
results and those of previous studies are unclear, but some authors (e.g., Davison &
Ferguson, 1978; Starin, 1988) have suggested that treadle pressing is less sensitive to
reinforcement rate and delays than is key pecking. It is also possible that treadling is
less sensitive to other variables such as response requirement If true, this could
account for the relatively large response requirement differences required before
latency splits were obtained.
For both birds undergoing response requirement manipulations, a large number
of elicited pecks occurred to the stimulus correlated with the shorter FR (see Figures 2
and 3). Both birds showed an increasing number of pecks to the key as the difference
between ratio requirements in the two stimulus conditions was increased. As with
Bird 1869, it is likely that the effects of elicited pecking adversely affected the
obtained latencies. Again, pecks to the stimulus key prior to depressing the foot
treadle would increase the latency in that condition. Because pecks occurred to the
key primarily in the stimulus conditions associated with the shorter FR, these
latencies are artificially inflated. It is therefore difficult to assess the effects on latency
of response requirements under these circumstances.
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It has been previously reported that autoshaped pecking is less likely to occur
when food is delivered in the absence of a hopper light (Davol et aL, 1977).
Therefore, an attempt was made to eliminate key pecking with Bird 2728 in condition
six by gradually reducing the intensity of the hopper light over successive sessions.
Although this had the effect of lowering the number of key pecks to near zero, it also
drastically increased the median latencies to treadling in the nonpreferred condition.
For instance, in condition six, response latencies to the stimulus correlated with the
FR 2 were approximately 3.5 s whereas in the presence of the stimulus associated
with the FR 24 the latencies were approximately 20 s. In the previous condition with
the same response requirements, these latencies were approximately 4 s in the
preferred condition (FR 2) and 7 s in the presence of the non-preferred stimulus (FR
24). Whether this dramatic increase in latency in the nonpreferred stimulus conditions
is related to the large decrease in elicited pecking is unknown. It is unlikely that this
is the entire explanation, however, as the hopper light was reinstituted in the final
condition elicited pecks remained near zero to both stimuli but no differences in
response latencies were obtained under FR 10 FR2.
In summary, the present results substantiate earlier reports that response latency
is only moderately sensitive to reinforcement probability. The current findings are
inconsistent with earlier studies showing latency to be sensitive to rather small
differences in fixed ratio requirements. Whether the insensitivity obtained herein is
due to the nature of the topography required or to other variables is unknown but may
be a potenially worthwhile area of investigation.
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